The accompanying maps were made to provide data on rock volumes for a report on northern Alaska to the National Petroleum Council. They are based on information in published reports, well logs, and reports
I/
placed on open-file by the U.S. Geological Survey . Other geologists working in the area have advised on the interpretation of this information. Data for most of the rock units shown are scanty. In order to appraise as much of the province as possible, extrapolations and interpolations have been made far beyond the data points. Control for each isopach map is shown by heavy black dots at the location of measured sections in outcrops or wells, and by straight lines radiating from the Barrow area along lines of seismic profiles that were compiled for the U.S. Navy by United Geophysical Co. Isopachs based on measured outcrop sections are solid; those based on well data are dashed. Inferred isopachs and those based on seismic data are queried.
A reference list may be obtained free of charge from Alaskan Geology Branch, U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94025. Payne, et al, 1951) and at the top of highly magnetic rocks whose depths have been computed by Dana (in Payne, et al, 1951 ) and by Roland Henderson and I. Zietz (John Henderson, written commun., 1968) . Although neither the magnetic rocks nor the acoustic limit necessarily mark the unconformity, the depths of both coincide within the limits of error of the depth computations. They also fit the depths determined by refraction seismic survey for a gently dipping 20,000
fps velocity layer that projects to the unconformity in Topagoruk No. 1 well.
The magnetic rocks are probably igneous and are abundant enough to form effective basement in much of the area, even though they might be Mesozoic in age and not related in time to the unconformity.
The great depth to pre-Mississippian rocks inferred in the southern Foothills exceeds the estimated stratigraphic thickness of overlying deposits and probably results from decollement in upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks near the Brooks Range and in Cretaceous rocks farther north. Pre-Mississippian rocks may be faulted up in the southwest, where a seismic profile across Carbon Creek anticline indicates a fault of about 10,000 feet throw in rocks at least as old as Jurassic, and the magnetic anomaly in the upthrown block seems shallow. The highly magnetic rocks that are abundant at depth in the subsurface are absent in the eastern Brooks Range. The abrupt eastern boundary of these magnetic rocks suggests a fault. The age of the magnetic rocks is not known. A large mass of Devonian or older volcanic rocks crops out near the south corner of the magnetic block. However in Colville No. 1, the only well drilled to basement on a large magnetic anomaly, volcanic rocks occur in the Mississippian(?) red beds above the unconformity. Their position in the well is similar to that of a postMississippian mafic intrusive dike exposed in the Romanzof Uplift. The intrusive penetrated the pre-Mississippian rocks but was blocked at the base of the Mississippian carbonates. Depth to pre-Mississippian rocks is assumed to exceed 10,000 feet in a Tertiary trough north of the Romanzof Uplift. The trough is inferred from the great thickness of Tertiary rocks described there (Morris, 1955) and from a coinciding zone of steep gravity gradient which strikes northwestward across the continental shelf and is interpreted by David F. fig. 1 ). Rhyolite is associated with both granites and continues sporadically westward along the disturbed belt. Although the Nuka is involved in flat thrust plates in the DeLong
Mtns., it is a common Paleozoic marker on the steeper thrusts in the central part of the disturbed belt. Since it may also be related to felsic intrusives within the belt, it is shown in its present location in the disturbed belt. and some microfaunal correlations in the wells are in conflict (Bergquist, 1966, p. 189-190) . For the isopachs the boundary in the subsurface is arbitrarily taken at the base of a "pebble shale" that contains distinctive floating quartz grains and pebbles, overlies Middle Jurassic and older rocks, and seems mainly of Lower Cretaceous age (Collins and Robinson, 1967) . A seismic horizon traced by United Geophysical Co. correlates conveniently with this pebble shale ( fig. 6A ).
The maximum 4,000-foot thickness of Kingak Shale estimated in outcrop and subsurface may be excessive, but does mark an apparent east-west trend of greatest thickness. Local thinning of the Kingak in a zone that strikes northwest across this trend is suggested by the scant data. This zone would coincide with the zone of thinning in Lower Cretaceous rocks and also with the area of Cretaceous truncation of Kingak Shale mapped in the outcrops.
Northward thinning of Lower Cretaceous shale formations seems to be due in part to pinch-out of Neocomian and Lower Albian beds against the Barrow Arch. Middle Albian beds overlap the arch in full thickness but are truncated near the coast by a Late Cretaceous unconformity which cuts out 4,000 feet of beds, locally at the rate of 1,000-2,000 feet per mile (Robinson, 1959; Collins and Robinson, 1967 Figure 6 ). Correlations within the Albian beds of the Nanushuk Group are based on lithofacies; the microfauna also seems to be facies controlled. The Grandstand Formation as shown on the map is defined by its relation to the nonmarine beds. It includes only those marine sandstones which form the uppermost part of the Albian sequence, underlain, but not overlain by
Albian nonmarine rocks. The greatest volumes and highest percentages of sandstone are nearest the probable source areas along the south and southwest edge of the outcrop. The other areas of high sand-shale ratio near Umiat and Barrow are too poorly defined to determine whether they represent separate local highs or are part of a continuous northwest trending sandy zone. The higher porosity of the sandstone at Uiniat and the Barrow Arch than in adjacent areas (Collins and Robinson, 1967) suggests winnowing on local highs. 
